AMA Style Guide
Based on 10th Edition


Arranging your Citations
Cite references in your text with superscript numbers that refer to an endnote reference list of full citations. Endnote reference lists should present citations numbered and listed in the order in which they are introduced in the text. Reference list entries should be single spaced with one blank space between each entry.

If you cite the same source more than once, reuse the initial number it was assigned, but also include the page referred to in superscript parentheses in the in-text citation.

AMA style requires the use of official journal abbreviations, which you can find in the Journals in NCBI Databases catalog (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nlmcatalog/journals).

---

**JOURNAL ARTICLES**

Single author · Online with Digital Object Identifier (DOI)

Online journal article without DOI

Two to six authors · In print

More than six authors · In print

In a supplement

---

**NEWSPAPER ARTICLES**

In print

Online

---

**BOOKS**

Single author · Reference to whole book

More than one author · Reference to whole book · Numbered edition (list all authors up to six; for six or more list first three followed by et al.)

Edited book · Reference to whole book
BOOKS, cont.

Reference to a chapter in an edited book

Electronic book

THESSES & DISSERTATIONS

Dissertation

Thesis

GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS

In print • Authors given

In print • No author

Agency webpage • No author

WEBSITES

Webpage • Author given

Webpage • No author

General structure of a web site citation
Authors (if given). Title of specific item cited (if this is untitled, use the name of the organization responsible for the site). Name of the Whole Web site. URL. Published [date]. Updated [date]. Accessed [date].